Your Partners in Production

CNC Folding
CNC AND MANUAL FOLDING SERVICES
PRECISION FOLDING. Manual, panel and computer aided folding equipment gives us
great opportunity to work with most metals and thicknesses, producing precise results
every time. Our machinery allows the formation of bends and folds with true
accuracy in a huge variety of metal materials, sizes and gauges.
ADVANCED ACCURACY. The Amada Digipro Laser monitoring and correction system
eliminates trial bending which reduces setup time, tool inspection and prototyping. Our LVD
and Amada press-brakes can form angles between 0º and 180º with the ability to adapt to
variations in material consistency, reducing production interruptions. Our range of
quality tooling gives a great range of possibilities and our in-house abilities
can provide you with the speciﬁc tooling required for each project.

DESIGN

LASER CUTTING

INTERLINKED SOFTWARE. Our press-brakes use program drawings in conjunction with
our forming software that produces ultimate ﬁles from ﬂat developments for critical projects.
SHEET METAL

FABRICATION

Advanced software communicates direct to machines

Advanced LVD PPEB press-brake machines

Comprehensively trained engineers for quality results

CNC FOLDING

PRODUCTION FINALISING
At Freshlook, both simple and complex sheet metal
components are machined and folded using the latest CNC
technology with highly experienced engineers and
technicians. We use the powerful LVD PPEB which has
2500mm/80 tonne technology and the AMADA HFE M2
press-brake that has maximum 3000mm/100 tonne
capabilities, giving us the freedom for accurate bends
and folded angles with a tolerance of 0.1mm.

POWERFUL
MACHINERY
Our state-of-the-art CNC
press-brakes can bend metal up
to a thickness of 10mm, for pieces
starting from just a few mm right
through to 3m length.

CNC MACHINING

At Freshlook, both simple and
complex sheet metal components
are machined and formed using
the latest C N C technology.
Unit A,
Wellsway Works,
Radstock,
BA3 3RZ

+44 (0) 1761 420774

We use our well-trusted Amada
and LVD machines to create
precise folds and bends that
can enhance the performance
and structure of a product.

FINISHING

ASSEMBLY
freshlook.co.uk

DESIGN
LASER CUTTING
SHEET METAL SERVICES
SPECIALIST FABRICATION
CNC FOLDING
CNC MACHINING
FINISHING
ASSEMBLY

FORMING, FOLDING AND BENDING SERVICE
The ‘cradle to grave’ service we provide means full access and control for our clients. Our entire team is
dedicated to maintaining our reputable presence in the British manufacturing industry producing high-standard,
quality sheet metal fabrications. We take great pride in the quality of our work and our clients can rest assured
that our internal working processes and quality control systems follow our strict production and safety policies.

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Stainless steel folded paddle gates

Powerful press-brake capacity

Rolled and laser cut stainless ring

If you haven’t already got product
drawings, there’s no need to spend
your time developing them. We use
advanced software and the strong
knowledge of our designers
and engineers to create the
best suited outcomes possible.
Our clients get the best potential
product and we are proud to be of
great assistance no matter
what stage your product is at.

Stainless formed and welded parts

Amada and LVD PPEB machinery

Eﬃcient production processing

Folded mild steel cabinet enclosures

Formed furnishings and household items

By investing in our designers, we
oﬀer any sized businesses and
freelancers with access to resources
only larger companies can normally
aﬀord. We use incredibly powerful
programs such as Radan, AutoCAD,
Peps, Solidworks and Adobe Suite.

Traditional and advanced machinery

ENVIRONMENTALLY AWARE
Our company recognises the importance of sustainable environmental protection
and is pro-active in complying with environmental regulations,
legislation and approved codes of practice.
Unit A,
Wellsway Works,
Radstock,
BA3 3RZ

+44 (0) 1761 420774

freshlook.co.uk

SAFE CONTRACTOR™ APPROVED
Being an accredited SafeContractor™ means our procedures, policies,
training and insurances have all been rigorously audited. The annual
refreshers keep our business updated, organised and
in-line with legal industry requirements.
Contact your representative today

